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ADDENDA

Abstract
Peculiarities of the historic images of Romanian
towns in the european context

This paper is dealing with images of towns – paintings, engraving,
drawings, but not photographs. It does not intend to be one of art history,
of history of architecture or of changes underwent in the urban space. The
images included in the book are looked upon and understood as possible
historical sources.
I tried to integrate the historic images of towns in the European
context they evolved – politically and cultural – between two cultural
revolutions, namely the advent of printing and the invention of photo‐
graphy. I decided to present the political situation of the three Romanian
provinces quite brief, treating the cultural evolution with generosity.
The historic images of the towns from nowadays Romania belong to
two different „worlds”, the Western and the Oriental. These worlds have
been differently perceived by the contemporaries, according to the cardinal
point the beholder belonged to.
The first chapter, Preliminary considerations, starts with the state of
knowledge in Romania, but especially in Western Europe, where studying
urban history is relying on a long tradition. The institutions I had the
honour and opportunity to know from inside – Institut für Vergleichende
Städtegeschichte – Münster, Centrum voor Stadsgeschiedenis – Antwerp
and Institut für Geschichte – Wien – as one can know during an one
month’s documentary stage – I devoted my special attention.
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Goals, methodology and results. The Romanian historiography lacks a
synthesis referring to historic town images, but treats the topic partially
from the standpoint of the topic as well as from the geographical or
chronologically one.
In my PhD thesis, entitled Old Graphical Representations of Romanian
Towns, I have worked out a repertoire of historic images of nowadays
Romania towns and have analyzed them. Such a vast topic spanning
almost four centuries – from the end of the 15th century until the eighth
decade of the 19th century – and the area of the three Romanian states,
which had a different historical and political evolution, did not permit
approaching the representation in a comparative perspective too.
In this scholarly work I do exactly what I did not succeed in the PhD
thesis, namely to compare the rich European bibliography in the field of
research (especially the Western one) with the Romanian one. It is a new
interdisciplinary approach with the goal to underline the characteristics of
the images of nowadays Romania, emphasizing on their individual features
and comparing them with town images of other European countries. In the
same time I have tried to identify the reasons why differences could
appear.
The European historiography of the research domain approaches the
images foremost from the point of view of the techniques they were
produced, from how accurately the reality was rendered, from the angles
they were seen, from the accent put on some of the topographical elements.
It is also interested in the origin of some of the images: the artist who
produced them, the customer, the editor and printing office, the purpose
and the public an image has been created for, the reaction of the market,
the circulation and degree it enjoyed recognition.
This kind of approach is also applicable to the images of Romanian
towns, because of the fact that there do exist a lot of similarities: there were
used the same techniques of manufacturing, the same categories and
typologies are valid too, we have approximately the same chronology, even
more they have been produced in the same typographic centers and by the
same authors.
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The sub item of the paper Holdings of historic town views comprises
reflections about graphic representations, collectors and collections of
graphic representations of towns in Europe.
Engravings and prints collections were created in the 18th century
Transylvania too, by noblemen and high ranking clerics, within the
libraries Teleki and Batthiány, as well as by wealthy townspeople. The most
important collection was that of the Baron Samuel von Brukenthal in Sibiu.
Brukenthal, as a person, as well as his collections – due to the education he
enjoyed, but also due to the geographic position – can be judged from the
categories applicable to Western Europe.
While in Western Europe the phenomenon of producing and
implicitly of collecting engravings and prints was a widespread one, in the
East it was not yet visible. A century had to pass by until the first graphic
representations were produced in the Romanian Principalities, in Bucharest
and Jassy, and this happened approximately in the same time photography
was invented. Therefore some of the engravers were photographs too or
vice versa.
Most of the collections from Wallachia and Moldavia, comprising
graphic representations, which were established only during the second
half of the 19th century, were scattered by sells or inheritance and cannot be
rebuilt. The pieces which are preserved are kept in special collections of
museums and libraries.
The main collections comprising historic graphic representations of
the Romanian towns are: The collection of Transylvanian graphic of the
Brukenthal Museum in Sibiu, the graphics’ cabinet of the National Art
Museum in Bucharest, the graphic collection of the Library of the
Romanian Academy, as well as the special collections of the Central Library
of the University of Cluj.
The second chapter entitled The Towns from the Romanian Principalities
between West and East opens with a text devoted to the Political Environment,
as understanding the differences and figuring out the particularities the
three Romanian lands evolved in, was absolutely required.
The towns represented in the images we are speaking about
developed differently (from the economic, social and cultural point of
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view) as a result of the political evolution of Moldavia, Wallachia and
Transylvania. The Moldavian and Wallachian towns developed in a
foremost Oriental world, while the Transylvanian ones were established
and had an evolution in accordance with Western principles. This is the
fundamental peculiarity of the towns from nowadays Romania.
Ottoman towns seen by Westerners, European towns seen by Orientals.
Case study: Timisoara. During the entire 16th century Europe’s policy was
marked by the struggle for supremacy between the Ottoman and the
Habsburg Empire. The representations concerning these spaces were
influenced by the events, but also contributed to their occurrence. With the
aid of maps and images, descriptions and histories, Europeans could
imagine the Ottoman world and vice versa.
Analyzing the drawings and travel books, one can find out the
existence of a stereotype regarding the Ottoman town, stereotype which
was formed due to the effort of coping with the conditions of a foreign
country. This is also case of the towns from nowadays Romania, then part
of the Ottoman world.
When Western artists represented Timişoara, they used a cultural
symbol of the Islamic world, namely the Crescent, symbol of the Ottoman
Empire.
In the Ottoman world the first images appear in portulans and in the
luxury copies of the Kitab‐i Bahriye, the atlas of Piri Reis. But, the main
topographical illustrations, truly urban views are associated with the works
of the person who became known as Matrakçi Nasuh.
Nasuh wrote the manuscripts known as the Histories of the House
Osman in Istanbul, between 1520‐1550, comprising the first town represen‐
tations of the Ottoman Empire. They showed the Empire as a sum of its
territorial acquisitions, meeting the expectations of their collectors, repre‐
sentatives of the ruling class. Though they are descending from the Persan
and Islamic traditions, they also contain European and Mediterranean
elements.
There also exists another very interesting representation of Timisoara,
in which the two styles are mingled. The image was produced by Wathay
Ferenc, a Hungarian who used the style characteristic of Oriental miniature.
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The third chapter actually introduces the topic of the book –
respectively The Images of Towns. In the first part Artists and centers where
images of towns were produced, the evolution of historic images is presented,
from its beginnings up to the middle of the 19th; towns in the background of
paintings representing religious scenes to illuminated manuscripts, from
the portulanae and insularii to Liber Chronicarum and Civitates Orbis
Terrarum; from Cosmographii to Prospects, from general views to partial
ones; from symbolic to realistic views; from Antwerp, Cologne and
Nuremberg to Vienna, Paris and London.
I have presented the historic images of towns putting the accent on
the first three centuries of their coming into being, a time span they pay
tribute to some mentalities difficult to be identified by the nowadays
researcher, taking into consideration the temporal and spatial distance.
Categories and types of town images are discussed in the next subitem.
There are two classical types of town images, namely topographic and
artistic ones, naming which is far from being perfect, as one type can also
own characteristics of the other one. Town images named generic vedutae
are combinations of the two types. I have discussed particular categories
and typologies only in the case they also comprised images of our towns.
There are discussed the following categories of views: bird’s eye
view; perspective view; map‐like or plane view – those of the nowadays
urban tourist maps; in profile view – created by a mainly maritime culture;
the so‐called Flemish style of representation, slanting; the perspective plan
view and the prospect. In accordance with their topic, there are several
types of historic town images, but four of them are the most important:
architectural (views including important or lesser important buildings),
ethnographic (representations devoted to human types, local garments/
costumes, occupations and traditional customs), historic (representation
trying to remake places and the ambiance of past époques, including also
those of military actions, battle scenes placed inside or in the outskirts of
towns, sieges of towns; one of the case studies deals sieges and / or battle
scenes) and actuality scenes (representations of social, political, society or
cultural daily events).
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The last chapter of the book is entitled The urban daily life in images:
Case studies. The first of these studies analyses the Every day life in
ethnographic urban scenes being completed by the Repertoire of the historic
images of the towns from nowadays Romania with urban ethnographic scenes.
Many pieces of information a researcher or simply beholder gets from the
images are connected to ethnographic aspects of urban life (market scenes
in different places, scenes from the courtyards of inns, laundry washing at
the river, cattle breeding, agricultural activities). As if they had foreseen the
invention of photography, 19th century artists represented physiognomies,
garments, professions, activities and events.
The second case study is dealing with Every day life reflected in the
urban views of the painter Luigi Mayer, the first artist who represented
accurately fragments of urban life in the Romanian space (1794). There had
to pass some decades since numerous partially urban views will be done by
the 19th century artists.
Conclusions. Strictly seen from the point of view of the images of
towns, there are a lot of similarities between the historic images of our
towns and the Occidental ones: there were used the same techniques to
produce them, the same categories and typologies can be identified,
roughly the same chronology is valuable and they were produced even in
the same printing centers and by the same authors.
We have representations of towns as background of important
political events, but in the foreground there are personalities from the
West. The autochthonous people are vassals and are placed in secondary
planes.
We also have town images as background for battle scenes and /or
assaults, but the commanders are Austrians, Russians and/or Turks,
depending on who won the respective battle. Their allies, the locals, rarely
can be identified.
There are images of Occidental towns and of Romanian towns from
the 16th to the 18th century done by the same artists, artists who had not
seen our towns, but represented them as they imagined or as they have
read in literarily descriptions. Being familiar with their own towns, things
are differently. With some exceptions (significant are the images of town
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annexed to the Austrian topographic maps), things will change only at the
end of the 18th century.
The most striking difference and consequently the most important
particularity of the images of nowadays Romania consists in the fact that
Western towns were represented by artists from that region, but ours only
from the middle of the 19th century, when photography came into being,
thus being of lesser importance even as historic documents.
Maybe it will be useful to emphasize that excepting the images
realized in the 18th and especially 19th century by Transylvanian Saxons and
Hungarians – autochthonous people in Transylvania –– some of them also
active in the Romanian Principalities – only 4 from over 600 documented
images are the oeuvre of Romanians. All four representations are partially
views (of the towns Jassy, Bucharest, Câmpulung and Târgovişte), realized
by the middle of the 19th century.
The book ends with the List of illustrations (56 images are included in
the text) and the Bibliography (210 titles which are quoted within the critical
apparatus).
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